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PTbrc Interface USB FTDI LPG for
BRC Sequent 24 32 56 LDi Plug Drive
Price 25.00 Euro

Availability Always on stock

Shipping time 24 hours

Number PTbrc

Manufacturer Projekt-TECH

Product description
New ProjektTECH LPG CNG diagnostic interface cable compatible with BRC sequent autogas systems

Our interface cable allow to full attempt to gas computer. Use normal PC with Windows to perform autogas map edit, read and clear data crash
codes in brc ECUs (DTC), tank level indicator calibration, edit temperature and time dependencies in strategy of gasoline/autogas switching,
advanced settings like injectors, sensors and other type of equipement.

Projekt-TECH interface BRC is 100% compatible with old (all free software availiable to download from our website) and new software (licensed
software BRC CALIBRATION TOOL official availiable for professional workshops)
 

 

Supported ECUs (all with 3-pin connector)

Sequent 24, 32 (sequent 32 needs licensed software - not included in this set), 56 (MY07, MY08, MY09, My10, MY11)
Sequent fast (Fastness)
Sequent Fly
Sequent Plug and Drive (P&D)
Sequent Direct injection (SDi)
MTM Eco Drive
BRC LDi
and all other with 3-pins connector

  

Specification:
 

genuine OPTO&FTDI chip guarantee stable communication and simple drivers installation
cable lenght 4,5 meters
3 LED's communication diodes:

READY - ready to work - this diode will flash only if drivers installed correct
    IN    - is blinking when transmission is beeing from the car to the computer
  OUT    - is blinking when transmission is beeing from the computer to the car

works with Windows XP/Server2003/Vista/7/8/8.1/Server2008(32 & 64-bit)/Windows 10/11, Linux and MacOS systems
item is brand new, covered 24 months warranty (easy swap)
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NEW diagnostic interface
Receipt or invoice as warranty (easy swap or full refund)
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